
The thing about point of view is awareness.  Changing it requires intense 
awareness and a certain amount of practice and skill in the shifting.  Suc-
cessful shifting gives binocular or more than binocular vision.  Instead of a 
single view of an event, you do what Rashomon does, offer multiple per-
spectives, but without having to retell the story multiple times as Rashomon 
does.  You can do it as you tell the story, and the multiple points of view 
lead you to greater puzzlement or greater clarity about what is going on, de-
pending upon what you want.  I think the authorial point of view is the most 
flexible and useful of all the points of view.  It is the freest.

- Excerpt from Ursula K. Le Guin: Conversations on Writing

Parker Gallery is proud to present its first solo exhibition with New York-based 
artist Nancy Shaver, who recently joined the gallery’s roster.  The exhibition fea-
tures an aquarium-like installation spanning multiple walls teeming with a rhyth-
mic floor-to-ceiling arrangement of Blockers and Spacers, together with a new 
body of Scribble Drawings begun in 2020.  In sharp contrast, several gallery walls 
are sparsely hung, facilitating an interplay of observational modes activated within 
her own work.  As the artist notes, “A point of view is offered to the viewer about a 
billion times a day.  Blockers, Spacers and Scribble Drawings are three of the visual 
choices I have decided to explore.”
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